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Project Introduction
● University of Michigan Press- the primary academic 
publishing department
● Publishes works from scholars across the country and the 
world
● Within the area of focus of Asian Studies
Goals
● Evaluate the blacklist publications of the University of Michigan Press and 
the Centers for Japanese, Chinese, South Asian, and Southeast Asian Studies
● Develop an in depth database of metadata for titles 
● Determine which titles would benefit from being released as print on demand 
or open access and release them in those formats
Challenges
● Prioritize tasks and goals, focus on 
certain series data
● Discover where the transfer of 
information went wrong
● Comparing databases, utilizing other 
online sources, locating physical 
copies
● Asking questions, double checking, 
time 
● Timeframe vs. scale
● Programming mistakes/limitations
○ Missing titles in database
● Incorrect, inconsistent, or missing 
metadata
● self-doubt
Solutions
Preview of Final Project 
The Spreadsheets
Before
After
Website Incomplete Information
Website Complete Information
● An understanding of the inner workings of academic libraries and 
publishing departments
● being flexible/adaptive
● Efficiency at finding, collecting, creating data
● Acquisitions, editing, copyright, marketing
● Importance of interpersonal communication/connections 
Lessons Learned
Future for the Project
● Spreadsheets with improved metadata will be imported (into our database and the 
press website)
● The press and centers will work together to decide what titles will benefit from being 
made open access or print on demand
● Books will then be turned into ebooks and made open access or print on demand
Thank You
● U of M Press- https://www.press.umich.edu/
● Michigan Publishing- https://www.publishing.umich.edu/
● NEH Grant- 
https://blog.press.umich.edu/2018/04/neh-investment-brings-michigans-expe
rtise-in-asian-studies-to-readers-around-the-world/
